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THE L∞-STOKES SEMIGROUP IN EXTERIOR DOMAINS

KEN ABE AND YOSHIKAZU GIGA

Abstract. The Stokes semigroup is extended to an analytic semigroup in spaces of bounded
functions in an exterior domain with C3 boundary. Some of these spaces include vector
fields non-decaying at the space infinity. Moreover, uniform bounds by a sup-norm of
initial velocity are established in finite time for second spacial derivatives of velocity and
also for gradient of pressure to the Stokes equations.

1. Introduction and main results
　

1.1. Analyticity of the Stokes semigroup. In this paper as a continuation of [1] we study
the Stokes equations, the linearlized Navier-Stokes equations:

vt − ∆v + ∇q = 0 in Ω × (0, T ),(1.1)
div v = 0 in Ω × (0, T ),(1.2)

v = 0 on ∂Ω × (0,T ),(1.3)
v = v0 on Ω × {t = 0},(1.4)

in a domain Ω ⊂ Rn with n ≥ 2. There are a large literature on analyticity of the Stokes
semigroup S (t) : v0 7→ v(·, t) (t ≥ 0) in Lr

σ(Ω) for r ∈ (1,∞), Lr-solenoidal vector space
in Ω for various kinds of domains including a smoothly bounded domain and an exterior
domain (i.e. a domain whose complement is compact) [52], [26]. However, it had been
long standing open problems whether or not S (t) is an analytic semigroup in L∞-type
spaces even if the domain Ω is bounded until we gave an affirmative answer in [1] based
on a blow-up argument which is a typical indirect argument to obtain an a priori upper
bound for solutions; see [27], [30], [42], [43] (also [25]) for semilinear heat equations
and [34], [32] for the Navier-Stokes equations. If a suitable explicit solution formula
is available, the analyticity in L∞ can be proved from a direct estimate for the solution
formula. For example, when Ω = Rn

+, a half space, an explicit solution formula [56],
[38] yields the analyticity in C0,σ(Ω), the L∞-closure of C∞c,σ(Ω), the space of all smooth
solenoidal vector fields with compact support in Ω. Here and in what follows, we do
not distinguish the space of vector-valued and scalar functions. Appealing to an explicit
formula for resolvent, the analyticity of S (t) is known in several L∞-type spaces including
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C0,σ(Ω), L∞σ (Ω) where Ω is a half space [14]. The space L∞σ (Ω) includes functions non-
decaying at the space infinity. Note that if Ω = Rn, a whole space, the Stokes semigroup
is nothing but a heat semigroup in a solenoidal space. If Ω is a general domain, no explicit
solution formula is available. Nevertheless, in [1] we are able to prove that S (t) is a C0-
analytic semigroup in C0,σ(Ω) for what is called an admissible domain Ω. This notion
relates to a solution of the Neumann problem for the Laplace equation and it is proved in
[1] that a bounded domain with C3 boundary is admissible.

In this paper we discuss the case when Ω is an exterior domain, a typical example of
an unbounded domain. Our goal has two folds. First goal is to assert that an exterior
domain is admissible so that our theory applies to conclude that S (t) is an C0-analytic
semigroup in C0,σ(Ω). The second goal is to extend the Stokes semigroup to spaces of
bounded functions which may be non-decaying at the space infinity. Less is known even
existence of a solution. We prove analyticity of S (t) also in these spaces. We first recall
the notion of an admissible domain [1] and a priori estimates for a solution of (1.1)-(1.4).
Our a priori estimate is a bound for

(1.5) N(v, q)(x, t) =
∣∣∣v(x, t)

∣∣∣ + t1/2
∣∣∣∇v(x, t)

∣∣∣ + t
∣∣∣∇2v(x, t)

∣∣∣ + t
∣∣∣vt(x, t)

∣∣∣ + t
∣∣∣∇q(x, t)

∣∣∣
of the form

(1.6) sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(v, q)
∥∥∥∞(t) ≤ C‖v0‖∞

for some T0 > 0 with a constant C depending only on the domain Ω, where ‖v0‖∞ =
‖v0‖L∞(Ω) denotes the sup-norm of |v0| in Ω. For a general domain the Helmholtz decompo-
sition in Lr space may not hold in general so we appeal to L̃r-theory instead of Lr-theory
to apply a priori estimate (1.6). We invoke L̃r-theory developed in [16],[17],[18]. If a
domain has a uniform regularity of the boundary, the Helmholtz projection P acts as a
bounded operator from L̃r to L̃r

σ, L̃r-solenoidal vector space and the Stokes semigroup S (t)
is a C0-analytic semigroup in L̃r

σ. Here we only use the space L̃r between 2 ≤ r < ∞ with
L̃r = Lr ∩ L2. We simply call a solution L̃r-solution provided by L̃r-theory. To establish
the estimate (1.6), a key is a pressure estimate by velocity

(1.7) sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇q(x, t)

∣∣∣ ≤ CΩ‖∇v‖L∞(∂Ω)(t)

with some constant CΩ depending only on Ω, where dΩ(x) denotes the distance function
from the boundary, i.e. dΩ(x) = infy∈∂Ω |x − y| for x ∈ Ω. If a domain Ω is admissible, the
pressure estimate (1.7) is available for all L̃r-solutions (r ≥ n). We recall the definition of
admissible domain and an analyticity result of the Stokes semigroup in C0,σ.

Definition 1.1 ([1]). Let Ω be a uniformly C1-domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with ∂Ω , ∅. Let Q
denote Q = I − P. We call Ω admissible if there exists r ≥ n and a constant C = CΩ > 0
such that

(1.8) sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣Q[∇ · f ](x)

∣∣∣ ≤ CΩ‖ f ‖L∞(∂Ω)
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holds for all matrix-valued function f = ( fi j)1≤i, j≤n ∈ C1(Ω̄) which satisfies ∇ · f =
(
∑n

j=1 ∂ j fi j)1≤i≤n ∈ L̃r(Ω),

(1.9) tr f = 0 and ∂l fi j = ∂ j fil

for i, j, l ∈ {1, · · · , n}, where ∂ j = ∂/∂x j.

Theorem 1.2 ([1]). Let Ω be an admissible, uniformly C3-domain. Then, there exists
positive constants C and T0 depending only on Ω such that (1.6) holds for all L̃r-solutions
(r > n) with v0 ∈ C∞c,σ(Ω). Further, S (t) is uniquely extendable to a C0-analytic semigroup
in C0,σ(Ω) with (1.6) under a suitable choice of pressure q.

Our theory implies that if a given domain Ω is admissible, it immediately implies that
S (t) is a C0-analytic semigroup in C0,σ(Ω) with the estimates (1.6). (The pressure q is also
approximated in the uniform topology.) If the Lr-theory works, the assertion of Theorem
1.2 is still valid even if we replace L̃r-solutions to Lr-solutions with r > n. Since an
exterior domain is such an example, we apply the estimate (1.6) for Lr-solutions instead
of L̃r-solutions to extend the Stokes semigroup to the spaces of bounded functions. It is
noted that the estimate (1.6) is extendable for an arbitrary time interval by the semigroup
property of S (t), so the time T0 can be taken arbitrary. We only need to show that an
exterior domain is admissible to apply Theorem 1.2 to conclude that S (t) is a C0-analytic
semigroup in C0,σ. So the first goal of this paper is to prove

Theorem 1.3. An exterior domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C3 boundary is admissible.

In this paper we introduce a stronger notion of admissibility called a strictly admissible
domain to extend the Stokes semigroup to spaces of non-decaying solenoidal vector fields.
Actually our a priori estimate (1.6) is extendable for non-decaying solutions in a strictly
admissible domain as explained later in the introduction. We prove that an exterior domain
is indeed strictly admissible.

1.2. Non-decaying solenoidal spaces. The second goal of this paper is to extend the
Stokes semigroup to spaces of non-decaying bounded functions. We handle initial data in
the space L∞σ (Ω) which is larger than C0,σ(Ω) defined by

L∞σ (Ω) =
{

f ∈ L∞(Ω)
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Ω

f · ∇ϕdx = 0 for all ϕ ∈ Ŵ1,1(Ω)
}
,

where Ŵ1,1(Ω) is the homogeneous Sobolev space of the form

Ŵ1,1(Ω) =
{
ϕ ∈ L1

loc(Ω)
∣∣∣ ∇ϕ ∈ L1(Ω)

}
.

If Ω is bounded, Lr-theory yields a solution for initial data v0 ∈ L∞σ since L∞σ ⊂ Lr
σ for

r ∈ (1,∞). Moreover, the estimate (1.6) holds for all v0 ∈ L∞σ and S (t) can be regarded as
an analytic semigroup in L∞σ [1, Theorem 1.4]. However, for a general unbounded domain
even existence of a solution is unknown for v0 ∈ L∞σ . When Ω = Rn

+, an explicit solution
formula [56] yields a solution (v, q) satisfying initial data v0 ∈ L∞σ ∗-weakly in L∞(Ω). ( If
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v(·, t) → v0 as t ↓ 0 ∗-weakly in L∞, we simply say that v has initial data v0 ∗-weakly in
L∞.) From a direct estimate, this solution (v, q) satisfies the estimates (1.6) and

sup
{

t1/2dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇q(x, t)

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ x ∈ Ω, t ∈ (0, T0)
}
≤ C‖v0‖∞,

where Ω = Rn
+ with dRn

+
(x) = xn. The uniqueness of this solution is also proved in [56]

based on a duality argument. Note that above pressure estimate implies a decay condition
for ∇q to the normal direction, i.e. ∇q → 0 as xn → ∞. Such a decay for ∇q is necessary
to assert the uniqueness of a non-decaying solution to exclude Poiseuille flows in Rn

+, non-
trivial solutions which do not decay at the space infinity [1, Remark 4.2]. When Ω is an
exterior domain, by reducing the problem with a compactly supported external force we
are able to construct a solution for v0 ∈ L∞σ with help of the stationary Stokes the boundary-
value problem [40]. We prove both existence and uniqueness of a solution with v0 ∈ L∞σ
by appealing to a priori estimate (1.7) directly. Note that a bound for dΩ(x)|∇q(x, t)| does
not imply a decay for pressure at the space infinity. Such a bound still allows growing
q as |x| → ∞. We prove the uniqueness without assuming any spatial decay condition
for velocity and also pressure not only for exterior domains but also for general strictly
admissible domains. For a precise statement, we define a solution for v0 ∈ L∞σ and simply
call it L∞-solution.

Definition 1.4 (L∞-solution). Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with ∂Ω , ∅. Let (v,∇q) ∈
C2,1(Ω̄ × (0,T ]) × C(Ω̄ × (0,T ]) solve (1.1)-(1.3) and satisfy (1.4) with v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω) in the
sense that v(·, t) → v0 ∗-weakly in L∞(Ω) as t ↓ 0. We call (v, q) L∞-solution if quantities
(1.5) and

(1.10) t1/2dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇q(x, t)

∣∣∣
are bounded in Ω × (0,T ).

Here is our main result.

Theorem 1.5. Let Ω be an exterior domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C3 boundary.
(i) (Unique existence of an L∞-solution)
For v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω) there exists a unique L∞-solution (v, q) satisfying (1.6) for any T0 with
some constant C depending only on T0 and Ω.
(ii) (Analyticity in L∞σ )
The Stokes semigroup S (t) is uniquely extendable to a (non C0-) analytic semigroup in
L∞σ (Ω).

For a non-densely defined sectorial operator in a Banach space X it is known that it
generates a semigroup in X satisfying the properties of a usual analytic semigroup except
a continuity at time zero [50, 1.1.2]; see also [36] for basic properties of an analytic semi-
group and generation results in L∞ for general elliptic operators in various situations. Here
we call a semigroup {T (t)}t≥0 ⊂ L(X) analytic if t||dT (t)/dt||L is bounded for t ∈ (0, 1],
where L= L(X) denotes the space of all bounded linear operators from the Banach space
X onto itself equipped with a usual operator norm || · ||L. Note that T (t)x → x as t ↓ 0
in X holds for x which belongs to the closure of D(A) in X, where D(A) is the domain of
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the generator A of T (t). If an analytic semigroup T (t) is not a C0-semigroup, we say T (t)
is a non C0-analytic semigroup. The analyticity of S (t) in L∞σ follows from the estimate
(1.6) for v0 ∈ L∞σ , so once the first assertion (i) is proved, the second assertion (ii) easily
follows. Since S (t)v0 → v0 as t ↓ 0 in L∞σ is not always true for some v0 ∈ L∞σ , it is natural
to restrict initial data v0 to a space of uniformly continuous functions to assert that S (t) is
a C0-analytic semigroup in that space. We shall discuss a continuity at time zero of S (t)
later in the introduction.

It is well-known that the Stokes semigroup S (t) is a bounded analytic semigroup in
Lr
σ [11], [33], [12] in the sense that both ||S (t)||L and t||dS (t)/dt||L are bounded in (0,∞),

where X = Lr
σ for r ∈ (1,∞). Our estimate (1.6) here gives a local-in-time bound for

S (t). Recently, based on boundedness of ||S (t)||L proved in [1] for a bounded domain
Maremonti [40] proved the uniform bound for S (t), i.e. ||S (t)v0||∞ ≤ C||v0||∞ for t > 0,
v0 ∈ L∞σ with some constant C independent of time t > 0. This type result is called a
maximum modulus Theorem [59], first proved locally in time for exterior domains in [54]
by a potential theoretic method. Note that it is unknown whether t||dS (t)/dt||L is bounded
in (0,∞).

Although recently, we find a way to prove analyticity in L∞-type spaces [2] by resolvent
estimates, our approach here gives a priori estimate for higher derivative which does not
follow resolvent estimate in direct way.

1.3. Approximation for initial data. Let us give ideas in proving the assertion (i) of
Theorem 1.5. Our basic approach is to approximate a solution by appealing to a priori
estimate (1.6) which is available in an admissible domain. We approximate a solution for
initial data v0 ∈ L∞σ by choosing a compactly supported initial sequence {v0,m}∞m=1 ⊂ C∞c,σ
satisfying

‖v0,m‖∞ ≤ C‖v0‖∞
and

v0,m → v0 a.e. in Ω
as m → ∞ with a constant C depending only on Ω. When Ω is bounded, we are able
to construct this sequence by localizing Ω into a star-shaped domain [1, Lemma 6.3]. We
extend this approximation for an exterior domain by dividing the domain Ω to reduce it
to the cases of a bounded domain and Rn. By this approximation we are able to choose
approximate solutions by Lr-solutions (r > n), (vm, qm) with initial data v0,m. Since v0,m →
v0 as m → ∞, it is natural to expect that (vm, qm) converges to a solution with initial data
v0 ∈ L∞σ . In fact, the sequence of (vm, qm) (subsequently) converges to an L∞-solution
(v, q) with v0 ∈ L∞σ satisfying (1.6) and (1.7). Note that the approximation topology is not
uniform.

A key step is to solve the uniqueness problem for the limit (v, q). If an L∞-solution is
unique, the limit (v, q) is independent of a choice of approximation so S (t) is uniquely
extendable for all v0 ∈ L∞σ . When the problem is the heat equation, the uniqueness easily
follows from a bound for the quantity (1.5) (disregarding the pressure term). However, it
may not be enough in general to assert the uniqueness to the Stokes equations. We invoke
a bound for pressure (1.10) besides (1.5) to solve the uniqueness problem.
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1.4. Uniqueness for non-decaying solutions. We appeal to a blow-up argument as in [1]
to show the estimate (1.6) for L∞-solutions with v0 = 0 which immediately implies the
uniqueness. Actually, we are able to prove the estimate (1.6) even if v0 , 0. We derive the
uniqueness from the extension of a priori estimate (1.6). Although our blow-up argument
still works for L∞-solutions to extend the estimate (1.6), the pressure estimate (1.7) does
not follow directly from the estimate (1.8) in an admissible domain. The estimate (1.7)
implies a Hölder continuity for pressure in time which is a key to get a compactness for
solutions of (1.1)-(1.4) to apply a blow-up argument. Because of the unboundedness of the
projection Q in L∞, the representation ∇q = Q[∆v] is no longer available for L∞-solutions.
This is the reason why (1.8) does not follows imply (1.7) directly. To overcome this
difficulty we go back to the Neumann problem for pressure q to give a suitable definition
of an admissible domain without invoking the projection Q.

The estimate (1.7) is a regularizing type estimate for the homogeneous Neumann prob-
lem for pressure q,

∆q = 0 in Ω, ∂q/∂nΩ = ∆v · nΩ on ∂Ω.
In fact, one can observe that q is harmonic in Ω (for each time) by taking a divergence of
(1.1). Since a normal component of velocity is zero on ∂Ω, the Neumann data of q equals
∆v · nΩ, where nΩ denotes the outward unit normal vector field of ∂Ω. We invoke the fact
[1, Remark 2.7 (ii)] that the divergence-free condition (1.2) implies that the Neumann data
can be transformed into a surface divergence form,

∆v · nΩ = div∂ΩW(v) on ∂Ω, with W(v) = −
(
∇v − (∇v)T

)
· nΩ,

where f T = ( f ji)1≤i, j≤n denotes the transpose of a matrix f = ( fi j)1≤i, j≤n with fi j = ∂ jvi

and f · nΩ = (
∑n

j=1 fi jn
j
Ω

)1≤i≤n. Here we do not invoke the Dirichlet boundary condition
v = 0 on ∂Ω so this representation is still valid for the Robin-type boundary condition; see
Remark 3.2 (iii). Then the problem is reduced to the estimate of solutions for the Neumann
problem of the form,

(1.11) ∆P = 0 in Ω, ∂P/∂nΩ = div∂ΩW on ∂Ω,

for a tangential vector field W on ∂Ω. Note that when n = 3, W(v) is a tangential trace of
vorticity, i.e. W(v) = curl v × nΩ. We observe that a priori estimate

(1.12) sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇P(x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C‖W‖L∞(∂Ω)

implies the estimate (1.7) for L∞-solutions. In fact, if one takes P = q and W = W(v) for
an L∞-solution (v, q), (1.7) follows from (1.12), i.e.

sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇q(x, t)

∣∣∣ ≤ C||W(v)||L∞(∂Ω)(t)

≤ 2C||∇v||L∞(∂Ω)(t).

Since (1.12) may not hold for a general domain, we call Ω strictly admissible if a priori
estimate (1.12) holds for all solutions of (1.11) with a tangential vector field W. Of course,
a strictly admissible domain is admissible. Although the converse does not hold in general,
a half space and a bounded domain are still strictly admissible; see Remark 2.4. We
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prove that an exterior domain with C3 boundary is also strictly admissible by a blow-up
argument. Let us give a general uniqueness result which includes exterior domains as a
particular case.

Theorem 1.6 (Uniqueness of an L∞-solution). In Theorem 1.2, assume that Ω is strictly
admissible. Then an L∞-solution is unique. Moreover, a priori estimates (1.6) is extend-
able for all L∞-solutions with v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω) for any T0 > 0 with some constant C depending
only on T0 and Ω.

If the approximation for L∞σ is established, our argument can be adjusted to show the
existence of an L∞-solution in a general strictly admissible domain. Although Lr-theory
works for various kinds of domains such as a perturbed half space [19], a layer domain
[3] and an aperture domain [20] (even for variable viscosity coefficients [4], [5]), for a
uniformly C3-domain we have to appeal to L̃r-theory instead of Lr-theory to approximate
a solution. Note that Lr-theory works for domains of uniformly C3 where the Helmholtz
decomposition holds in Lr [24], so it is enough to use Lr-theory to approximate a solution
in those domains for the analyticity of S (t) in L∞σ .

1.5. Strictly admissible domains. We prove that an exterior domain with C3 boundary is
strictly admissible by a blow-up argument. Suppose that the estimate (1.12) were false for
any choice of a constant C. Then there would exist a sequence of {Pm}∞m=1 and a sequence
of points {xm}∞m=1 such that

(1.13)
1
2
≤ dΩ(xm)

∣∣∣∇Pm(xm)
∣∣∣ ≤ sup

x∈Ω
dΩ(x)

∣∣∣∇Pm(x)
∣∣∣ = 1.

If {xm}∞m=1 converges to an interior point x∞ ∈ Ω, we solve a uniqueness problem of
(1.11) for a limit P with assuming a bound

(1.14) sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣∇P(x)

∣∣∣ < ∞.
By a duality argument we prove the uniqueness of a solution and conclude that ∇P ≡
0 which is a contradiction to 1/2 ≤ dΩ(x∞)|∇P(x∞)|. A compactness of {Pm}∞m=1 easily
follows since Pm is harmonic in Ω. If {xm}∞m=1 converges to ∂Ω, a contradiction occurs by
appealing to the same scaling argument for the case of a bounded domain as proved in [1].
Thus the first two cases do not occur neither.

A key step is to solve the case when {xm}∞m=1 goes to the space infinity. We reduce the
problem to Rn by rescaling (downscaling) the solution Pm around the point xm by setting
as

Qm(x) = Pm(xm + dmx) with dm = dΩ(xm).

Since dm → ∞ as m → ∞, a complement of the downscaled domain Ωm, accumulates to
some point a ∈ Rn (a , 0) so the limit domain is Rn\{a}. We remove a singularity at the
point x = a for a limit Q with a bound

(1.15) sup
x∈Rn\{a}

∣∣∣x − a
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇Q(x)

∣∣∣ < ∞.
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Although for n = 2 the bound (1.15) is not enough to remove the singularity, appealing to
a mean value of Q (inherited from Pm) around the point x = a, we conclude this singularity
is still removable.

When a domain Ω has a non-compact boundary, a downscaled domain Ωm does not go
to Rn in general so this procedure is difficult to carry out for a general unbounded domain.
We conjecture that an unbounded domain (with smooth boundary) is strictly admissible if
and only if Ω is not quasicylindrical (see [6, 6.32]), i.e. lim|x|→∞dΩ(x) = ∞. In fact, layer
domains and cylinders are not strictly admissible since the uniqueness under the bound
(1.14) is not valid; see Remark 2.4 (v).

1.6. Continuity at time zero. Finally we conclude that S (t) is a C0-analytic semigroup
in a space of uniformly continuous functions. We prove a continuity at time zero of S (t)
in BUCσ(Ω) which is vanishing on ∂Ω defined by

BUCσ(Ω) =
{

f ∈ BUC(Ω)
∣∣∣ div f = 0 in Ω, f = 0 on ∂Ω

}
,

where BUC(Ω) denotes the space of all uniformly continuous functions. When Ω = Rn
+,

an explicit solution formula implies that S (t) is a C0-analytic semigroup in BUCσ [14]
(see also [44], [56]). Note that if Ω is bounded, the space BUCσ(Ω) agrees with C0,σ(Ω)
[37],[1]. Although we do not discuss a domain of the Stokes operator in BUCσ, we are
able to prove continuity of S (t) at t = 0 in BUCσ. We reduce it to the uniqueness problem.
Observe that for v0 ∈ C∞c,σ,

(1.16) vt(·, t) = S (t)∆v0

holds with v = S (t)v0 since P∆v0 = ∆v0. Actually, (1.16) is still valid even for non-
compactly supported v0 as long as the support of v0 is away from ∂Ω. Appealing to the
uniqueness result for L∞-solution we prove (1.16) for such initial data v0 by approximation.
The convergence S (t)v0 → v0 as t ↓ 0 in BUCσ easily follows from (1.16) for this v0. For
a general v0 ∈ BUCσ we divide v0 into two terms, compactly supported v1

0 ∈ C0,σ(Ω)
and v2

0 ∈ BUCσ(Ω) whose support is away from ∂Ω. Since S (t) can be regarded as a
C0-semigroup in C0,σ(Ω), the convergence of S (t)v1

0 easily follows. So one can claim a
continuity of S (t) at time zero for BUCσ. In addition to the main result (Theorem 1.5), we
further obtain

Theorem 1.7 (Continuity in BUCσ). In Theorem 1.5, S (t) is a C0-analytic semigroup in
BUCσ(Ω).

The analyticity as well as (1.6) is fundamental to study the Navier-Stokes equations with
non-decaying initial data in an exterior domain. Although one can handle non-decaying
initial data of Hölder class by reducing it to the boundary-value problem to the Navier-
Stokes equations [22], a direct semigroup approach with L∞σ initial data is still unknown.
So far L∞-type theory is only established when Ω = Rn [29] (see also [31], [45]) and Rn

+

[56], [7].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define a strictly admissible domain

and verify that a strictly admissible domain is indeed admissible. We prove that an exte-
rior domain is strictly admissible which implies Theorem 1.3. In Section 3 we prove the
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estimate (1.7) for L∞-solutions in a strictly admissible domain which yields a necessary
compactness result to prove Theorem 1.6. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.6 by a blow-
up argument. In Section 5 we construct approximate initial sequence for initial data in L∞σ
in an exterior domain and prove Theorem 1.5. In Section 6 we prove Theorem 1.7.

Acknowledgment. A part of the work of the first author was done while he was visiting
the Department of Mathematics of Technical University of Darmstadt during fall of 2011.
Its hospitality is gratefully acknowledged, as is support from the International Research
Training Group 1529 on Mathematical Fluid Dynamics founded by DFG and JSPS.

2. Strictly admissible domains
In this section we give a definition of a strictly admissible domain which is simpler

but more restrictive definition of an admissible domain. We shall prove that an exterior
domain is indeed strictly admissible.

2.1. Definition of a strictly admissible domain. We first give a rigorous definition of a
solution for the Neumann problem,

(2.1) ∆P = 0 in Ω, ∂P/∂nΩ = div∂ΩW on ∂Ω.

Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C1 boundary. We define a gradient on ∂Ω for a
(scalar-valued) C1-function ϕ in Ω̄ by a tangential component of ∇ϕ, i.e.

∇∂Ωϕ = ∇ϕ − nΩ(∂ϕ/∂nΩ),

and also define a surface divergence on ∂Ω by

div∂Ωh = tr ∇∂Ωh

for a vector-valued C1-function h, where ∇∂Ωh = (∇∂Ωh1, · · · ,∇∂Ωhn). If a support of ϕh is
compact on ∂Ω, the Gauss-Green formula on ∂Ω∫

∂Ω

h · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x) = −
∫
∂Ω

(div∂Ωh + κh · nΩ)ϕdHn−1(x)

holds (see e.g. [28], [49]), where κ = κ(x) denotes the mean curvature of ∂Ω and Hn−1

denotes the n − 1 dimensional Hausdorff measure.
To describe a solution for the Neumann problem (2.1) in a simple way we introduce

function spaces L∞tan(∂Ω) and L∞dΩ(Ω). The space L∞tan(∂Ω) denotes the closed subspace of
all tangential vector fields in L∞(∂Ω), the space of all essentially bounded functions on
∂Ω with respect to the n−1 dimensional HausdorffmeasureHn−1 equipped with the norm
|| · ||L∞(∂Ω) = || · ||∞,∂Ω. Here we say a vector field h is tangential if h ·nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω. The space
L∞dΩ(Ω) denotes the space of all locally integrable functions f such that dΩ f is essentially
bounded in Ω equipped with a norm

| f |∞,dΩ = sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x) | f (x)| ,

where dΩ(x) denotes the distance function for x ∈ Ω from the boundary ∂Ω. We define a
solution for the Neumann problem (2.1) for W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) in a weak sense.
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Definition 2.1 (Weak solution). Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C1 boundary. We
call P ∈ L1

loc(Ω̄) a weak solution of (2.1) for W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) if ∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω) satisfies

(2.2)
∫
Ω

P∆ϕdx =
∫
∂Ω

W · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x)

for all ϕ ∈ C2
c (Ω̄) satisfying ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω.

Remark 2.2. (i) Although L∞dΩ(Ω) 1 Lr
loc(Ω̄) for any r ∈ [1,∞), ∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω) implies that

P ∈ Lr
loc(Ω̄) for r ∈ [1,∞) so we are able to define the integral in the left-hand side of (2.2)

for ∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω). It is noted that if W is sufficiently smooth, the Gauss-Green formula
implies that ∫

∂Ω

W · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x) = −
∫
∂Ω

div∂ΩWϕdHn−1(x)

since W · nΩ = 0 ∂Ω.
(ii) For a general W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) a weak solution of (2.1) exists at least when Ω has a com-
pact boundary. Moreover, we are able to construct a solution operator K : L∞tan(∂Ω) →
L∞dΩ(Ω) for (2.1). We call this operator K harmonic-pressure operator; see Remark 2.10.
The Neumann problem of the form (2.1) is studied in the literature [53], [55], [8] to con-
struct a solution for the Dirichlet-boundary value problem to the Stokes equations.

We now define a strictly admissible domain.

Definition 2.3 (Strictly admissible domain). Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C1

boundary. We call Ω strictly admissible if there exists a constant C = CΩ > 0 such that a
priori estimate

(2.3)
∣∣∣∇P

∣∣∣∞,dΩ ≤ CΩ||W ||∞,∂Ω
holds for all weak solutions of (2.1) with W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω).

Remark 2.4. (i) The constant CΩ in (2.3) is independent of dilation and translation of Ω,
i.e. CλΩ+x0 = CΩ for λ > 0 and x0 ∈ Ω.
(ii) The uniqueness of a weak solution of (2.1) is a necessary condition to assert that a
given domain Ω is strictly admissible. If ∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω) solves (2.1) with W = 0 in a strictly
admissible domain, ∇P = 0 immediately follows from the estimate (2.3).
(iii) A half space Rn

+ is strictly admissible. Since a weak solution is unique in Rn
+ [1,

Lemma 2.9], a weak solution P can be represented explicitly by the Poisson semigroup
Ps, i.e.

∇P = ∇
∫ ∞

xn

Ps[−div∂Rn
+
W]ds

= ∇
∫ ∞

xn

∫
Rn−1
∇∂Rn

+
Ps(x′ − y′) ·W(y′)dy′ds

with the kernel of the Poisson semigroup Ps(x′) = as/(|x′|2 + s)n/2, x′ ∈ Rn−1, where 2/a is
the surface area of the n − 1 dimensional unit sphere. As in [1, Remark 2.4 (iv)] a direct
estimate implies that Rn

+ is strictly admissible.
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(iv) In [1] we proved that a bounded domain is admissible by a blow-up argument. Our
proof still works for weak solutions of (2.1) to derive the estimate (2.3) (see [1, Remark
2.7 (ii)].) Thus our proof in [1] can be adjusted to prove that a bounded C3-domain is
strictly admissible.
(v) Layer domains and cylindrical domains are not strictly admissible. For instance, in a
layer domain Ω = {a < xn < b}, P = x1 is a non-trivial weak solution with W = 0.

2.2. Uniformly Ck-domains. We shall verify that a strictly admissible domain is evi-
dently admissible. Admissible domain is defined with the Helmholtz projection operator
associated to the Helmholtz decomposition, a topological direct sum decomposition of the
form

Lr(Ω) = Lr
σ(Ω) ⊕Gr(Ω),Gr(Ω) =

{∇p ∈ Lr(Ω)
∣∣∣ p ∈ Lr

loc(Ω)
}
,

and Lr
σ(Ω), the Lr-closure of C∞c,σ(Ω) for r ∈ (1,∞). We suppress a subscript of P = Pr :

Lr(Ω) → Lr
σ(Ω) and also Q = Qr, Qr = I − Pr. Although this decomposition is known

to hold (see e.g. [21, III.1]) for various domains like a bounded or exterior domain with
smooth boundary, in general there is a domain with (uniformly) smooth boundary such
that the Lr-Helmholtz decomposition does not hold (cf. [10], [41]).

In [16] Farwig, Kozono and Sohr introduced an L̃r space and proved that Helmholtz
decomposition is valid for any uniformly C2-domain for n = 3. Later, it is generalized for
arbitrary uniformly C1-domain for n ≥ 2 [17]. We set

L̃r(Ω) =

L2(Ω) ∩ Lr(Ω), 2 ≤ r < ∞
L2(Ω) + Lr(Ω), 1 < r < 2.

Note that L̃r1 ⊂ L̃r for r1 > r. We define L̃r
σ and G̃r in a similar way. In this paper we shall

use L̃r space for r ≥ 2 so L̃r norm is given as

‖ f ‖L̃r = max
(‖ f ‖Lr , ‖ f ‖L2

)
.

We then recall a definition of uniformly Ck-domain for k ≥ 1; see e.g. [51, I.3.2].

Definition 2.5 (Uniformly Ck-domain). Let Ω be a domain in Rn with n ≥ 2. Assume that
there exists α, β,K > 0 such that for each x0 ∈ ∂Ω, there exists Ck-function h of n − 1
variable y′ such that

sup
|l|≤k,|y′ |<α

∣∣∣∂l
y′h(y′)

∣∣∣ ≤ K, ∇′h(0) = 0, h(0) = 0

and denote a neighborhood of x0 by

Uα,β,h(x0) =
{
(y′, yn) ∈ Rn

∣∣∣ h(y′) − β < yn < h(y′) + β, |y′| < α}.
Assume that up to rotation and translation we have

Uα,β,h(x0) ∩Ω = {
(y′, yn)

∣∣∣ h(y′) < yn < h(y′) + β, |y′| < α}
and

Uα,β,h(x0) ∩ ∂Ω = {
(y′, yn)

∣∣∣ yn = h(y′), |y′| < α}.
Then we call Ω a uniformly Ck-domain of type α, β,K. Here ∂l

x = ∂
l1
x1 · · · ∂

ln
xn with multi-

index l = (l1, . . . , ln) and ∂x j = ∂/∂x j as usual and ∇′ denotes the gradient in y′ ∈ Rn−1.
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We now verify that a strictly admissible domain is indeed admissible.

Proposition 2.6. Let Ω be a strictly admissible domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with uniformly C1

boundary. Then Ω is admissible.

Proof. Let f = ( fi j)1≤i, j≤n ∈ C1(Ω̄) be a matrix-valued function satisfying ∇· f ∈ L̃r(Ω)(r ≥
n) and the condition (1.9). We shall show that ∇P = Q[∇ · f ] is a weak solution of (2.1)
with W = −( f − f T ) · nΩ. This W is a tangential vector field on ∂Ω, i.e.

W · nΩ = −
n∑

i, j=1

( fi j − f ji)n
j
Ω

ni
Ω

= 0,

so W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω). We first show that P satisfies (2.2), i.e.∫
Ω

P∆ϕdx =
∫
∂Ω

W · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x)

for all ϕ ∈ C2
c (Ω̄) satisfying ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω. Since ∇ϕ is orthogonal to L̃r

σ, it follows
that ∫

Ω

∇P · ∇ϕdx =
∫
Ω

(∇ · f ) · ∇ϕdx

=

n∑
i, j=1

∫
Ω

∂ j fi j∂iϕdx.

Integration by parts yields that∫
Ω

∂ j fi j∂iϕdx = −
∫
Ω

fi j∂ j∂iϕdx +
∫
∂Ω

fi j∂iϕn j
Ω

dHn−1(x)

=

∫
Ω

∂i fi j∂ jϕdx +
∫
∂Ω

fi j(∂iϕn j
Ω
− ∂ jϕni

Ω)dHn−1(x).

Since ∂i fi j = ∂ j fii and tr f = 0, we have∫
Ω

∇P · ∇ϕdx =
n∑

i, j=1

∫
∂Ω

fi j(∂iϕn j
Ω
− ∂ jϕni

Ω)dHn−1(x).

By transposition of the indexes i and j of the last term, we have∫
Ω

P∆ϕdx = −
n∑

i, j=1

∫
∂Ω

( fi j − f ji)n
j
Ω
∂iϕdHn−1(x)

=

∫
∂Ω

W · ∇∂Ωϕdx

since ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω. Thus P satisfies (2.2) with W = −( f − f T ) · nΩ. We next show
∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω). Since P is harmonic in Ω, the mean value formula yields that

∇P(x) =
?

Bx(τ)
∇P(y)dHn−1(y) for x ∈ Ω with τ = dΩ(x).
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Applying the Hölder inequality implies that

|∇P(x)| ≤ Cs

τn/s ||∇P||Ls(Ω)

with the constant Cs depending on s ∈ (1,∞) but independent of τ = dΩ(x). If dΩ(x) ≤ 1
take s = r ≥ n. If dΩ(x) > 1, take s = 2. Since Q is bounded in L̃r(Ω), the estimate

|∇P|∞,dΩ ≤ C||∇ · f ||L̃r(Ω)

holds with the constant C depending on r. Thus P is a weak solution of (2.1). We now
apply the estimate (2.3) for ∇P = Q[∇ · f ]. Since Ω is strictly admissible, there exists a
constant C = CΩ depending only on Ω such that

sup
x∈Ω

dΩ(x)
∣∣∣Q[∇ · f ](x)

∣∣∣ ≤ CΩ||( f − f T ) · nΩ||∞,∂Ω

≤ 2CΩ|| f ||∞,∂Ω

holds. The proof is now complete. �

2.3. Uniqueness of the Neumann problem. As we have seen in Remark 2.4 (ii), the
uniqueness for the Neumann problem (2.1) is a necessary condition to assert that a given
domain Ω is strictly admissible. To show that an exterior domain is strictly admissible, we
first prove the uniqueness of a weak solution in an exterior domain by a duality argument.

Theorem 2.7 (Uniqueness for an exterior domain). Let Ω be an exterior domain with C3

boundary. Then a weak solution of (2.1) is unique up to an additive constant.

We first prepare the estimate near the space infinity for functions whose gradient belongs
to L∞dΩ(Ω).

Proposition 2.8. Let Ω be an exterior domain in Rn(n ≥ 2). Let 0 ∈ Ωc and RΩ > diamΩc.
For ∇P̃ ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω), there are constants C1 and C2 depending on RΩ and |∇P̃|∞,dΩ such that

(2.4)
∣∣∣P̃(x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C1 log |x| +C2 for |x| ≥ 2RΩ

holds.

Proof. For x ∈ Ω there is some point z ∈ ∂Ω such that dΩ(x) = |x − z|. Since Ωc ⊂ B0(RΩ),
a closed ball centered at the origin with radius RΩ, we have |x| ≤ |x − z| + |z| ≤ dΩ(x) + R.
Since RΩ ≤ |x|/2, |x| ≤ dΩ(x) holds for |x| ≥ 2RΩ. Thus we have

sup
|x|≥2RΩ

∣∣∣x∣∣∣∣∣∣∇P̃(x)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2

∣∣∣∇P̃
∣∣∣∞,dΩ

for ∇P̃ ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω). For |x| > 2RΩ we connect x to y = 2RΩx/|x| by a straight line c(t) =
tx + (1 − t)y to estimate |P̃(x) − P̃(y)|. Since |c(t)| ≥ 2RΩ and y is parallel to x, it follows
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that ∣∣∣P̃(x) − P̃(y)
∣∣∣ ≤ |x − y|

∫ 1

0

∣∣∣∇P̃(c(t))
∣∣∣ dt

≤ |x − y|
(∫ 1

0

dt
|y| + t|x − y|

)
sup
|x|≥2RΩ

∣∣∣x∣∣∣∣∣∣∇P̃(x)
∣∣∣

≤ 2(log |x| − log 2RΩ)
∣∣∣∇P̃

∣∣∣∞,dΩ .
By taking C1 = 2|∇P̃|∞,dΩ and C2 = −C1 log 2RΩ + sup|y|=2RΩ |P̃(y)|, the estimate (2.4)
follows. The estimate (2.4) also holds for |x| = 2RΩ with the same constant C1 and C2. �

Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let P ∈ L1
loc(Ω̄) be a weak solution of (2.1) with W = 0. We

consider the dual problem,

(2.5) ∆ϕ = div g in Ω, ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω,

to show that

(2.6)
∫
Ω

Pdiv gdx = 0

for all g ∈ C∞c (Ω). For g ∈ C∞c (Ω) there exists a solution of (2.5), ∇ϕ ∈ Lr(Ω) for r ∈ (1,∞)
satisfying the estimate

(2.7) ‖∇ϕ‖Lr(Ω) ≤ Cr‖g‖Lr(Ω),

with Cr depending on r and Ω [47]. Since g ∈ C∞c (Ω),∇ϕ belongs to Lr(Ω) for all r ∈
(1,∞) and (2.7) holds. To substitute ϕ into (2.2) with W = 0, we set ϕR = ϕθR with a
cut-off function θR so that ϕR is a compactly supported in Ω̄. Let θ be a smooth function
in [0,∞) satisfying θ ≡ 1 in [0, 1/2] and θ ≡ 0 in [1,∞). Set θR(x) = θ(|x|/R) with
R > 2RΩ, RΩ > diam Ωc and observe that

∆ϕR = div gθR + 2∇ϕ · ∇θR + ϕ∆θR in Ω,

and ∂ϕR/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω. Since Ω has C3 boundary, the elliptic regularity theory [33,
Lemma 2.3] implies that ϕR is a C2 function in Ω̄. We substitute ϕR into (2.2) with W = 0
to get

(2.8)
∫
Ω

(P div g θR + 2P∇ϕ · ∇θR + Pϕ∆θR) dx = 0.

To complete the proof it suffices to show the last two terms vanish as R → ∞. We first
estimate the second term. By Proposition 2.8 and the estimate (2.7), it follows that∣∣∣∣∣∫

Ω

P∇ϕ · ∇θRdx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (C1 log R +C2)

R
||∇θ||∞

∫
R/2<|x|<R

|∇ϕ|dx

≤ (C1 log R +C2)
R

||∇θ||∞(CnRn)1−1/r||∇ϕ||Lr(Ω)

≤C
(C1 log R +C2)

R1+n/r−n ||g||Lr(Ω)
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for R > 4RΩ where the constant Cn is the volume of n dimensional unit ball and C =
Cn

1−1/rCr||∇θ||∞. We now take r ∈ (1, n/(n−1)) to observe that the right-hand side vanishes
as R → ∞. It remains to estimate the last term of (2.8). Since P is harmonic in Ω and a
support of ∆θR is in an annulus DR = int B0(R)\B0(R/2), we may replace ϕ to

ϕ̃(x) = ϕ(x) −
?

DR

ϕ(x)dx.

The Poincaré inequality [?, 5.8.1] implies that

||ϕ̃||Lr(DR) ≤ C0R||∇ϕ||Lr(DR)

with the constant C0 independent of R. Thus we have∣∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

Pϕ̃∆θRdx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (C1 log R +C2)

R2 ||∆θ||∞
∫

DR

|ϕ̃|dx

≤ (C1 log R +C2)
R2 ||∆θ||∞(CnRn)1−1/r||ϕ̃||Lr(DR)

≤C′
(C1 log R +C2)

R1+n/r−n ||g||Lr(Ω)

with the constant C′ = Cn
1−1/rCrC0||∆θ||∞. Since r ∈ (1, n/(n − 1)), letting R→ ∞ implies

that the right-hand side goes to zero. Thus we have (2.6) for all g ∈ C∞c (Ω) which implies
that ∇P ≡ 0. The proof is now complete. �

2.4. Blow-up arguments. We now prove that an exterior domain is strict admissible by
a blow-up argument. To remove a singularity for a limit of downscaled solutions we apply
a criterion on singularities for a harmonic function (Lemma 2.11 in the next subsection).

Theorem 2.9. An exterior domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C3 boundary is strictly admissible.

Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that a priori estimate (2.3) were false, then
there would exist a sequence of weak solutions {P̃m}∞m=1 such that

(2.9)
∣∣∣∇P̃m

∣∣∣∞,dΩ > m‖W̃m‖∞,∂Ω.
We take a point xm ∈ Ω such that

dΩ(xm)
∣∣∣∇P̃m(xm)

∣∣∣ ≥ 1/2
∣∣∣∇P̃m

∣∣∣∞,dΩ ,
and normalize the solution dividing by Mm = |∇P̃m|∞,dΩ to get

|∇Pm|∞,dΩ = 1,(2.10)

dΩ(xm)
∣∣∣∇Pm(xm)

∣∣∣ ≥ 1/2,(2.11)
||Wm||∞,∂Ω < 1/m,

with Pm = 1/MmP̃m,Wm = 1/MmW̃m. Then the situation can be divided into two cases
depending on whether dm = dΩ(xm) converges or not.
Case 1. limm→∞dm < ∞. We may assume that the sequence {xm}∞m=1 converges to some
point x∞ ∈ Ω̄ by taking a subsequence. If x∞ ∈ ∂Ω, a contradiction occurs by rescaling Pm

around the point xm in the same way as proved when Ω is a bouded domain [1, Theorem
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2.4]. Thus the points {xm}∞m=1 do not accumulate to ∂Ω so we may assume x∞ ∈ Ω. By
(2.10), {Pm}∞m=1 subsequently converges to a limit P locally uniformly in Ω with its all
derivatives since Pm is harmonic in Ω. The bound (2.10) also implies that Pm is uniformly
bounded in Lr

loc(Ω̄) for any r ∈ [1,∞) so {Pm}∞m=1 subsequently converges to P weakly in
Lr(D) for each subdomain D ⊂ Ω. Since Pm satisfies (2.2) with Wm, i.e.∫

Ω

Pm∆ϕdx =
∫
∂Ω

Wm · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x)

for all ϕ ∈ C2
c (Ω̄) satisfying ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω, we take a limit to observe that∫

Ω

P∆ϕdx = 0.

Since ∇P ∈ L∞dΩ(Ω) by (2.10), the limit P is also weak solution of (2.1) with W = 0. We
now apply the uniqueness result for a weak solution (Theorem 2.7) which implies that
∇P ≡ 0. Thus we have a contradiction to the fact that dΩ(x∞)|∇P(x∞)| ≥ 1/2 so Case 1
does not occur.
Case 2. limm→∞dm = ∞. We may assume that limm→∞ dm = ∞ by choosing a subsequence.
We appeal to the classical Liouville Theorem in the whole space by rescaling the solution
Pm around the point xm as

Qm(x) = Pm(xm + dmx) for x ∈ Ωm,

where Ωm = (Ω − xm)/dm is a downscaled domain. We observe that a complement of Ωm

accumulates to some point a ∈ Rn(a , 0) so the limit domain is Rn\{a}. In fact, take a point
ym ∈ ∂Ω such that dm = |xm−ym| and thenΩc

m accumulates to a point zm = (ym−xm)/dm with
|zm| = 1. Since the points {zm}∞m=1 subsequently converges to some point a ∈ Rn\{0}, any
neighborhood of the point a includes Ωc

m for sufficiently large m ≥ 1. Here the estimates
(2.10) and (2.11) are inherited to the estimates

|∇Qm|∞,dΩm
= 1,(2.12) ∣∣∣∇Qm(0)

∣∣∣ ≥ 1/2.(2.13)

Since Qm is harmonic in Ωm, by (2.12) Qm subsequently converges to a limit Q locally
uniformly in Rn\{a} with its all derivatives. Then the limit Q is also harmonic in Rn\{a}
with a bound

(2.14) sup
x∈Rn\{a}

∣∣∣x − a
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇Q(x)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1.

To solve the limit problem in Rn\{a} we remove a singularity at x = a. If n ≥ 3, the
singularity is removable by the bound (2.14). (We apply Lemma 2.11 below which is
proved in the next subsection for a rigorous proof.) Even if n = 2, the singularity is still
removable by Lemma 2.11 because a mean value around the point a, i.e.

(2.15)
?
∂Ba(r)

Q(x)dHn−1(x)
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is independent of r > 0. Since for a weak solution of (2.1) a mean value around Ωc is
independent of r (as discussed in Proposition 2.13 in the next subsection), for the harmonic
function Qm a mean value around Ωc

m?
∂Ba(r)

Qm(x)dHn−1(x)

is independent of r > diamΩc
m, so is (2.15) for r > 0. We now apply the Liouville Theorem

with (2.14) to conclude that ∇Q ≡ 0 which contradicts the fact that |∇Q(0)| ≥ 1/2. Both
cases do not occur neither so we reach a contradiction. �

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since an exterior domain has a compact boundary, it naturally posses
a uniformly regularity of the boundary. By Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.9 the assertion
follows. �

Remark 2.10. For bounded and exterior domains, we are able to construct a solution op-
erator K : W 7→ ∇P for the Neumann problem (2.1). For smooth functions W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω),
Lr-theory implies the existence of a weak solution for (2.1); for instance, see [47]. Strictly
admissibility implies a bound

(2.16)
∣∣∣K[W]

∣∣∣∞,dΩ ≤ CΩ||W ||∞,∂Ω
for a weak solution ∇P = K[W]. For a general W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) we are able to extend K by
approximating W ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) with smooth tangential vector fields {Wm}∞m=1 ⊂ C1(∂Ω) by
changing a coordinate to a flat boundary. The uniqueness of an weak solution (Theorem
2.7) implies that K : W 7→ ∇P is uniquely extendable to a bounded linear operator from
L∞tan(∂Ω) to L∞dΩ(Ω). We here call K harmonic-pressure operator which is useful because
pressure can be represented as ∇q = K[W(v)] for solutions (v, q) with W(v) = −(∇v −
(∇v)T ) · nΩ although ∇q = Q[∆v] is no longer available for L∞-solutions.

2.5. Removable singularities for a harmonic function. We here give a criterion for a
harmonic function to remove an isolated singularity.

Lemma 2.11 (Removable singularities). Let Ω be a domain in Rn with n ≥ 2. Let P be a
harmonic function in Ω except a point a ∈ Ω with a bound

(2.17) sup
|x−a|≤δ

∣∣∣x − a
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇P(x)

∣∣∣ < ∞
for some small δ > 0. If n ≥ 3, the singularity is x = a removable. If n = 2, assume in
addition that

(2.18)
?
∂Ba(r)

P(x)dH1(x)

is independent of sufficiently small r > 0. Then the singularity x = a is removable.

Proof. We may assume that a = 0 and δ = 1 by translation and dilation of Ω. From
(2.17) we observe that P is locally integrable around a = 0 ∈ Ω. By connecting a point
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x ∈ int B0(1) and y = x/|x|, it holds that

|P(x) − P(y)| ≤ |x − y|
∫ 1

0
|∇P(τx + (1 − τ)y)| dτ

≤ M(1 − |x|)
∫ 1

0

dτ
1 − τ(1 − |x|)

= −M log |x|
with the constant M, larger that the quantity (2.17). Thus we have a bound

(2.19) |P(x)| ≤ M log |x| +CP for x ∈ B0(1)

with the constant CP, the supremum of |P(y)| on |y| = 1. To prove that x = 0 is removable
for P, it suffices to show that

(2.20)
∫

B0(1)
P∆ϕdx = 0

for all ϕ ∈ C∞c (B0(1)). If (2.20) holds, the assertion easily follows since the estimate (2.19)
and (2.20) implies that a mollified function (i.e. Pε = P ∗ ηε with a standard mollifier ηε)
is harmonic in B0(1) and uniformly bounded around the origin, so P can be understood as
a limit of smooth functions in the uniform topology.

We shall show (2.20). Since P is harmonic in B0(1)\{0}, integration by parts yields that

(2.21)
∫
ε<|x|<1

P∆ϕdx =
∫
|x|=ε

(
P

∂ϕ

∂nB0(ε)
− ∂P
∂nB0(ε)

ϕ

)
dHn−1(x)

for ε > 0. By (2.19) the first term of the right-hand side vanishes as ε ↓ 0. We estimate
the second term. By (2.17) we have

(2.22)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
|x|=ε

∂P
∂nB0(ε)

ϕdHn−1(x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cnε
n−2||ϕ||∞

with the constant Cn independent of ε > 0. If n ≥ 3 letting ε ↓ 0 implies (2.20) so the first
assertion follows. It remains to show the case n = 2. Differentiate (2.18) with respect to r
to observe that

d
dt

?
∂B0(r)

P(x)dH1(x) =
?
∂B0(r)

∂P(x)
∂nB0(r)

dH1(x)

for r < 1. Since the mean value (2.18) is independent of r, we have∫
∂B0(r)

∂P(x)
∂nB0(r)

dH1(x) = 0.

We may replace ϕ up to additive constant to estimate the left-hand side of (2.22). We
connect x ∈ int B0(1) and the origin to get

|ϕ(x) − ϕ(0)| ≤ |x|||∇ϕ||∞.
Replacing ϕ to ϕ̃ = ϕ − ϕ(0) in (2.22), we have∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
|x|=ε

∂P
∂nB0(ε)

ϕ̃dHn−1(x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cnε||∇ϕ||∞.
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We then take a limit ε ↓ 0 which implies (2.20) for n = 2 so the proof is now complete. �

Remark 2.12. (i)The fundamental solution of the Laplace equation, log |x − a| satisfies
(2.17) when n = 2. However, (2.18) excludes such a function which has a singularity at
x = a.
(ii)We state Lemma 2.11 simply to apply in the proof of Theorem 2.9. If we assume that
the mean value (2.18) is independent of r also for n ≥ 3, the assertion of Lemma 2.11 is
still valid by replacing (2.17) to∣∣∣P(x)

∣∣∣ = O
( log |x − a|
|x − a|n−2

)
as x→ a.

For instance, see [48, Chapter I, Theorem 3.2].

In fact, a mean value around Ωc of a weak solution is independent of r >diam Ωc. We
shall give a short proof for

Proposition 2.13. Let Ω be an exterior domain with C1 boundary such that 0 ∈ Ωc. Then
a mean value of a weak solution of (2.1) around Ωc, i.e.

(2.23)
?
∂B0(r)

P(x)dHn−1(x)

is independent of r > diam Ωc.

Proof. Differentiate (2.23) with respect to r to observe that

(2.24)
d
dr

?
∂B0(r)

P(x)dHn−1(x) =
?
∂B0(r)

∂P
∂nB0(r)

(x)dHn−1(x).

We shall show that the right-hand side equals zero. We take a smooth function ϕ satisfying
ϕ ≡ 1 for |x| ≤ r and ϕ ≡ 0 for |x| ≥ 2r for each r > diam Ωc. Since P is a weak solution
of (2.1), substituting ϕ into (2.2) and integration by parts yields that

−
∫

r<|x|<2r
∇P · ∇ϕdx =

∫
∂Ω

W · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x)

= 0.

Since P is harmonic in Ω and ϕ(x) = 0 on |x| = 2r, ϕ(x) = 1 on |x| = r, integration by parts
yields that∫

r<|x|<2r
∇P · ∇ϕdx =

∫
∂B0(r)

∂P
∂nB0(r)

ϕdHn−1(x) +
∫
∂B0(2r)

∂P
∂nB0(2r)

ϕdHn−1(x)

=

∫
∂B0(r)

∂P
∂nB0(r)

dHn−1(x).

Thus the right-hand side of (2.24) equals zero so the mean value (2.23) is independent of
r. The proof is now complete. �
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3. Uniform Hölder estimates for pressure gradient
In this section for the proof of Theorem 1.6 we prepare local Hölder estimates for so-

lutions to the Stokes equations (1.1)-(1.4) both interior and up to boundary. The pressure
estimate (1.7) is a key to get those Hölder estimates. We invoke a priori estimate (2.3) for
weak solutions of (2.1) in a strictly admissible domain.

3.1. Pressure gradient estimates for L∞-solutions. We shall show the estimate (1.7) in a
strictly admissible domain which is essential to establish the Hölder estimates for solutions
of (1.1)-(1.4). Although the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.6, we here give a
rigorous proof.

Lemma 3.1. Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with C1 boundary. Let (v, q) be an L∞-
solution of (1.1)-(1.4) in Ω × (0, T ). Then the pressure q is a weak solution of (2.1) with

W(v) = −
(
∇v − (∇v)T

)
· nΩ

for each time. If Ω is strictly admissible, there exists a constant C depending only on Ω
such that

(3.1)
∣∣∣∇q

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ C||∇v||∞,∂Ω(t)

and also

(3.2)
∣∣∣∇q(·, t) − ∇q(·, s)

∣∣∣∞,dΩ ≤ C||∇v(·, t) − ∇v(·, s)||∞,∂Ω
holds for t, s ∈ (0,T ). The constant C is independent of dilation and translation of Ω.

Proof. Let (v, q) be an L∞-solution in Ω × (0,T ). We first show that q is a weak solution
of (2.1) with W(v) = −(∇v − (∇v)T ) · nΩ. This W(v) is a tangential vector field on ∂Ω, i.e.

W(v) · nΩ = −
n∑

i, j=1

(∂ jvi − ∂iv j)n j
Ω

ni
Ω

= 0.

Since the quantity (1.5) for (v, q) is bounded in Ω × (0, T ), t1/2W(v) is bounded in ∂Ω ×
(0,T ). In particular, W(v) ∈ L∞tan(∂Ω) for each t ∈ (0,T ). We now observe that q satisfies
(2.2), i.e. ∫

Ω

q∆ϕdx =
∫
∂Ω

W · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x)

for all ϕ ∈ C2
c (Ω̄) satisfying ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω. Since vt ∈ L∞σ (Ω) for t ∈ (0,T ), multiply-

ing ∇ϕ to (1.1) and integration by parts yields that∫
Ω

∇q · ∇ϕdx = −
∫
Ω

(vt − ∆v) · ∇ϕdx

=

n∑
i, j=1

∫
Ω

∂2
jv

i∂iϕdx.
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Since ∫
Ω

∂2
jv

i∂iϕdx = −
∫
Ω

∂ jvi∂ j∂iϕdx +
∫
∂Ω

∂ jvi∂iϕn j
Ω

dHn−1(x)

=

∫
Ω

∂ j∂ivi∂ jϕdx +
∫
∂Ω

∂ jvi(∂iϕn j
Ω
− ∂ jϕni

Ω)dHn−1(x)

and div v = 0, we have∫
Ω

∇q · ∇ϕdx =
n∑

i, j=1

∫
∂Ω

∂ jvi(∂iϕn j
Ω
− ∂ jϕni

Ω)dHn−1(x).

We transpose indexes i and j of the last term to observe that
n∑

i, j=1

∫
∂Ω

∂ jvi(∂iϕn j
Ω
− ∂ jϕni

Ω)dHn−1(x) =
n∑

i, j=1

∫
∂Ω

(∂ jvi − ∂iv j)n j
Ω
∂iϕdHn−1(x)

= −
∫
∂Ω

W(v) · ∇ϕdHn−1(x)

= −
∫
∂Ω

W(v) · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x).

Since ∂ϕ/∂nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω, integration by parts yields that∫
Ω

q∆ϕdx =
∫
∂Ω

W(v) · ∇∂ΩϕdHn−1(x).

Thus q satisfies (2.2) with W(v). Since t1/2dΩ(x)|∇q(x, t)| is bounded inΩ×(0,T ), ∇q(x, t) ∈
L∞dΩ(Ω) for each t ∈ (0, T ). Thus q is a weak solution of (2.1). It is noted that q(·, t)− q(·, s)
is also a weak solution of (2.1) with W(v(·, t) − v(·, s)) for t, s ∈ (0,T ). If Ω is strictly
admissible, there exists a dilation invariant constant CΩ such that∣∣∣∇q

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ CΩ||W(v)||∞,∂Ω(t)

and also ∣∣∣∇q(·, t) − ∇q(·, s)
∣∣∣∞,dΩ ≤ CΩ||W(v(·, t) − v(·, s))||∞,∂Ω(t)

holds for t, s ∈ (0,T ). Since ||W(v)||∞,∂Ω ≤ 2||∇v||∞,∂Ω, the estimates (3.1) and (3.2) follows
with the constant C = 2CΩ. �

Remark 3.2. (i) The fact that q is a weak solution of (2.1) with W(v) is essentially proved
by [1, Remark 2.7 (ii)] where we use the projection Q. Although the proof is essentially
the same, we prove the statement without using Q.
(ii) The estimate (3.2) implies a Hölder continuity for pressure in time for L∞-solutions.
For a bounded and exterior domain, the estimates (3.1) and (3.2) automatically follow from
a bound for the Harmonic-pressure operator K : L∞tan(∂Ω) → L∞dΩ(Ω) with ∇q = K[W(v)]
by Remark 2.10.
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(iii) We here only use the boundary condition for velocity, v · nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω which implies
vt · nΩ = 0 on ∂Ω to apply the estimate (2.3). We observe that the estimates (3.1) and (3.2)
are still valid under the Robin boundary condition [46] (see also [44]), i.e.

αv + β
{
T (v, q) · nΩ − nΩ

(
T (v, q) · nΩ

) · nΩ} = h on ∂Ω

for a tangential vector field h with α+ β = 1, α, β ≥ 0, where T (v, q) = ((∇v)+ (∇v)T − qI)
is the stress tensor.

3.2. Uniform Hölder estimates. We here state the local Hölder estimates for second
derivatives of solutions to (1.1)-(1.4) which we already established for L̃r-solutions (r > n)
in an admissible domain [1, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.4]. By the estimates (3.1) and (3.2)
we extend these estimates for L∞-solutions in a strictly admissible domains.

To state the estimates in a precise way, we recall the notation for Hölder (semi)norms
for space-time functions [35]. Let f = f (x, t) be a real-valued or an Rn-valued function
defined in Q = Ω× (0,T ], where Ω is a domain in Rn. For µ ∈ (0, 1) we set several Hölder
semi-norms

[ f ](µ)
(0,T ](x) = sup

{∣∣∣ f (x, t) − f (x, s)
∣∣∣/|t − s|µ

∣∣∣∣ t, s ∈ (0, T ], t , s
}

[ f ](µ)
Ω

(t) = sup
{∣∣∣ f (x, t) − f (y, t)

∣∣∣/|x − y|µ
∣∣∣ x, y ∈ Ω, x , y

}
and

[ f ](µ)
t,Q = sup

x∈Ω
[ f ](µ)

(0,T ](x), [ f ](µ)
x,Q = sup

t∈(0,T ]
[ f ](µ)
Ω

(t)

In parabolic scale for γ ∈ (0, 1) we set

[ f ](γ,γ/2)
Q = [ f ](γ/2)

t,Q + [ f ](γ)
x,Q

If l = [l] + γ where [l] is nonnegative integer and γ ∈ (0, 1), we set

[ f ](l.l/2)
Q =

∑
α+2β=[l]

[∂αx∂
β
t f ](γ,γ/2)

Q

and the parabolic Hölder norm

| f |(l.l/2)
Q =

∑
α+2β≤[l]

‖∂αx∂
β
t f ‖L∞(Q) + [ f ](l,l/2)

Q

The estimates (3.1) and (3.2) implies the uniform Hölder estimates for pressure gradient
in time as stated below in Lemma 3.3 which is a key for our localization argument to
estimate local Hölder norms for solutions of (1.1)-(1.4).

Lemma 3.3. LetΩ be a strictly admissible, uniformly C2 domain in Rn(n ≥ 2). Then there
exists a constant M(Ω) > 0 such that a priori estimate[

dΩ(·)∇q
](1/2)
t,Qδ
≤ M

δ
sup

{ (‖vt‖∞(t) + ‖∇2v‖∞(t)
)

t
∣∣∣ δ ≤ t ≤ T

}
holds for all L∞-solution (v, q) of (1.1)-(1.4) and all δ ∈ (0,T ), where Qδ = Ω× (δ,T ] . The
constant M can be taken uniform with respect to translation and dilation, i.e. M(λΩ+x0) =
M(Ω) for all λ > 0 and x0 ∈ Rn.
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Lemma 3.3 is proved for L̃r-solutions (r ≥ n) in an admissible domain [1, Lemma 3.1].
One can extend this estimates also for L∞-solutions in a strictly admissible domain by
the estimates (3.1) and (3.2). By the same localization argument in [1] as proved for L̃r-
solutions based on Solonnikov’s Hölder estimates [52], [57], [58], applying Lemma 3.3
implies the local Hölder estimates for L∞-solutions both interior and up to boundary with
uniform constants. We here only state results and omit the proof.

Theorem 3.4 (Interior Hölder estimates). Let Ω be a strictly admissible, uniformly C2-
domain in Rn. Take γ ∈ (0, 1), δ > 0, T > 0, R > 0. Then there exists a constant
C = C

(
M(Ω), δ,R, d, γ, T

)
such that a priori estimate

(3.3) [∇2v](γ,γ/2)
Q′ + [vt]

(γ,γ/2)
Q′ + [∇q](γ,γ/2)

Q′ ≤ CNT

holds for all L∞-solution (v, q) of (1.1)-(1.4) provided that BR(x0) ⊂ Ω and x0 ∈ Ω, where
Q′ = int BR(x0) × (δ,T ] and d denotes the distance of BR(x) and ∂Ω. Here

NT = sup
0≤t≤T

∥∥∥N(v, q)
∥∥∥∞(t) < ∞

and M(Ω) is the constant in Lemma 3.3.

Theorem 3.5 (Estimates near the boundary). Let Ω be a strictly admissible, uniformly C3-
domain of type (α, β,K) in Rn. Then there exists R0 = R0(α, β,K) > 0 such that for any
γ ∈ (0, 1), δ ∈ (0,T ) and R ≤ R0/2 there exists a constant

C = C
(
M(Ω), δ, γ, T,R, α, β,K

)
such that (3.3) is valid for all L∞-solution (v, q) of (1.1)-(1.4) with

Q′ = Q′x0,R,δ = Ωx0,R × (δ,T ], Ωx0,R = int BR(x0) ∩Ω
provided that x0 ∈ ∂Ω.

4. Uniqueness in a strictly admissible domain
In this section we prove Theorem 1.6. Appealing to a blow-up argument, we observe

that there exists a time T0 > 0 such that a priori estimate (1.6) holds in [0,T0], which in
particular, implies the uniqueness.

Proposition 4.1 (Uniqueness of an L∞-solution). Let Ω be a strictly admissible, uniformly
C3-domain. Then a priori estimate (1.6) holds with some constant T0 and C for all L∞-
solutions with v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω). In particular, an L∞-solution is unique.

The local Hölder estimates (Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5) guarantees a compactness
of a blow-up sequence of L∞-solutions both interior and up to boundary. All other parts of
our proof [1, Proposition 5.1] still works for L∞-solutions in a strictly admissible domain,
so the proof is omitted.

We shall extend (1.6) for an arbitrary time interval. We appeal to a blow-up argument
again. Although for a fixed time interval a blow-up time does not converges to zero, the
uniqueness implies that a blow-up does not occur.
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Proof of Theorem 1.6. We take an arbitrary time T0 > 0. Suppose that (1.6) ware false for
any choice of a constant C. Then there would exist a sequence of L∞-solutions (ṽm, q̃m)
such that

sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(ṽm, q̃m)
∥∥∥∞(t) > m||ṽ0,m||∞.

Take a point tm ∈ (0,T0] such that∥∥∥N(ṽm, q̃m)
∥∥∥∞(tm) ≥ 1

2
Mm, Mm = sup

0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(ṽm, q̃m)
∥∥∥∞(t)

and normalize (ṽm, q̃m) dividing by Mm to observe that

sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(vm, qm)
∥∥∥∞(t) ≤ 1,(4.1) ∥∥∥N(vm, qm)
∥∥∥∞(tm) ≥ 1/2,(4.2)

‖v0,m‖∞ < 1/m,(4.3)

with vm = ṽm/Mm, qm = q̃m/Mm. Note that the estimate

(4.4) sup
0≤t≤T0

t1/2
∣∣∣∇qm

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ C

holds by Lemma 3.3 and (4.1) with the constant C independent of translation of Ω. By
(4.2) we are able to take a point xm ∈ Ω such that

(4.5) N(vm, qm)(xm, tm) ≥ 1/4.

We may assume {tm}∞m=1 ⊂ (0,T0] converges to some t∞ ∈ [0,T0] by choosing a subse-
quence. Since (1.6) holds up to some finite time by Proposition 4.1, we may assume t∞ ,
0. Then the situation can be divided into two cases depending on whether dm = dΩ(xm)
converges or not.
Case 1. limm→∞dm < ∞. We may assume that {xm}∞m=1 converges to some point x∞ ∈ Ω̄
by taking a subsequence. It is reduced to the uniqueness of an L∞-solution. Integration by
parts yields that

(4.6)
∫ T0

0

∫
Ω

{
vm · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇qm · ϕ

}
dxdt = −

∫
Ω

vm(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx

for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Ω × [0,T0)

)
. We apply Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 to find a sub-

sequence of (vm, qm) (still denoted by (vm, qm)) which converges to a limit (v, q) locally
uniformly in Ω̄ × (0,T0] together with ∇vm, ∇2vm, ∂tvm, ∇qm. Then the limit (v,∇q) ∈
C2,1(Ω̄× (0,T0])×C(Ω̄× (0,T0]) solves the Stokes equations (1.1)-(1.3) and the quantities
N(v, q)(x, t) and t1/2dΩ(x)∇q(x, t) are bounded in Ω × (0, T0) by (4.1) and (4.4). Note that
N(vm, qm) converges to N(v, q) locally uniformly so that N(v, q)(x∞, t∞) ≥ 1/4. We now
observe that v(·, t) converges to zero ∗-weakly in L∞(Ω) as t ↓ 0. By (4.3) taking a limit to
(4.6) implies that ∫ T0

0

∫
Ω

{
v · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇q · ϕ} dxdt = 0.
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We apply Proposition 4.2 (stated below the end of this proof) to observe that v(·, t) → 0
∗-weakly in L∞(Ω) as t ↓ 0, so (v, q) is an L∞-solution with initial data zero. Since an
L∞-solution is unique by Proposition 4.1, we conclude that v ≡ 0,∇q ≡ 0 which is a
contradiction to the fact that N(v, q)(x∞, t∞) ≥ 1/4, so Case 1 does not occur.
Case 2. limm→∞dm = ∞. We may assume limm→∞ dm = ∞. By translation of Ω, it is
reduced to the uniqueness of the heat equation in Rn. We translate a solution by setting
as um(x, t) = vm(x + xm, t), pm(x, t) = qm(x + xm, t) for x ∈ Ωm with Ωm = {x ∈ Rn | x =
y − xm, y ∈ Ω}. Then Ωm goes to Rn and the estimates (4.1), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) are
inherited to the estimates

sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(um, pm)
∥∥∥∞(t) ≤ 1,

sup
0≤t≤T0

t1/2
∣∣∣∇pm

∣∣∣∞,dΩm
(t) ≤ C,(4.6)

‖u0,m‖∞ < 1/m,
N(um, pm)(0, tm) ≥ 1/4.

We apply Theorem 3.4 to choose a subsequence of (um, pm) which converges to a limit
(u, p) locally uniformly in Rn× (0,T0] together with ∇um, ∇2um, ∂tum, ∇pm. Since for each
R > 0, B0(R) ⊂ Ωm for sufficiently large m ≥ 1 and

inf{dΩm(x) | |x| ≤ R} → ∞ as m→ ∞,

by (4.6) we have ∇p ≡ 0. We now observe that the limit u ∈ C(Rn × (0,T0]) solves the
heat equation with initial data zero. Integration by parts for (um, pm) yields that∫ T0

0

∫
Rn

{
um · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇pm · ϕ

}
dxdt = −

∫
Rn

um(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx

for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Rn × [0,T0)

)
. Since ‖u0,m‖∞ → 0 as m→ ∞, we have∫ T0

0

∫
Rn

u · (ϕt + ∆ϕ)dxdt = 0.

We apply the uniqueness of the heat equation in Rn [1, Lemma 4.5] to conclude that u ≡ 0
which contradicts to the fact that N(u, p)(0, t∞) ≥ 1/4, so Case 2 does not occur neither.

We reach a contradiction. The proof is now complete. �

We here give a short proof for the fact that convergence to initial data ∗-weakly in L∞

can be understood in a weak form which is useful to interpret initial data for a limit of a
solution sequence.

Proposition 4.2. Let Ω be a domain in Rn(n ≥ 2) with ∂Ω , ∅. Let (v,∇q) ∈ C2,1(Ω ×
(0,T ]) ×C(Ω × (0,T ]) solve (1.1) with a bound

(4.7) sup
0≤t≤T

{
||v||∞(t) + t1/2

∣∣∣∇q
∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t)

}
< ∞.
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If (v, q) satisfies∫ T

0

∫
Ω

{
v · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇q · ϕ} dxdt = −

∫
Ω

v(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx

with v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω) for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Ω × [0,T )

)
, then v → v0 ∗-weakly in L∞(Ω) as t ↓ 0. The

converse is also valid.

Proof. Since (v, q) solves (1.1) in the classical sense, for ε > 0 integration by parts yields
that

(4.8)
∫ T

ε

∫
Ω

{
v · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇q · ϕ} dxdt = −

∫
Ω

v(x, ε) · ϕ(x, ε)dx

for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Ω × [0,T )

)
. Note that ∇q is integrable near t = 0 by (4.7). Letting ε ↓ 0

implies that ∫
Ω

v(x, ε) · ϕ(x, ε)dx→
∫
Ω

v(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx.

In particular
∫
Ω

v(·, t) · ψdx →
∫
Ω

v(·, 0) · ψdx as t ↓ 0 for all ψ ∈ C∞c (Ω). Since C∞c (Ω) is
dense in L1(Ω), the assertion follows. The converse also follows by taking a limit ε ↓ 0 to
(4.8). �

5. Approximation in an exterior domain
The goal of this section is to prove the assertions both (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.5.

Since an L∞-solution is unique in an exterior domain by Proposition 4.1, we are able to
construct a solution for v0 ∈ L∞σ as a limit of approximate solutions. We first prepare the
approximation Lemma for L∞σ in an exterior domain.

5.1. Approximation for initial data.

Lemma 5.1 (Approximation in an exterior domain). Let Ω be an exterior domain with
Lipschitz boundary. There exists a constant C = CΩ such that for any v ∈ L∞σ (Ω) there
exist a sequence {vm}∞m=1 ⊂ C∞c,σ(Ω) such that

(5.1) ‖vm‖L∞(Ω) ≤ C‖v‖L∞(Ω)

and

(5.2) vm → v a.e. in Ω

as m → ∞. If in addition v ∈ C(Ω̄) and v = 0 on ∂Ω, the above convergence can be
replaced by local uniform convergence in Ω̄. If in addition v(x) vanishes at space infinity,
i.e. lim|x|→∞ v(x) = 0, then the convergence can be replaced by uniform convergence in
Ω̄. In particular, C0,σ(Ω) agrees with the space {v ∈ C(Ω̄) | lim|x|→∞ v(x) = 0, div v =
0 in Ω, v = 0 on Ω}.

We start with the case when Ω = Rn.

Proposition 5.2. The statement of Lemma 5.1 holds when Ω = Rn. If in addition v ∈
C(Rn), the convergence in (5.2) can be replaced by local uniform convergence in Rn.
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If we do not care about divergence-free condition for an approximate sequence, it is easy
to constract such a sequence by just cutting off the function v with standard mollification.
To recover the divergence-free condition we recall the Bogovskiı̆ operator [9],[21]. Let D
be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary. The Bogovskiı̆ operator BD is a bounded
linear operator from Lr

av(D) to the Sobolev space W1,r(D) (1 < r < ∞) where Lr
av(D)

denotes the space of all average zero function g ∈ Lr(D) i.e.
∫

D
gdx = 0. This operator BD

selects a vector field v = BD(g) satisfying div v = g in D and if spt g ⊂ D, spt BD(g) ⊂ D.
The operator BD fulfills the estimate

(5.3)
∥∥∥BD(g)

∥∥∥
W1,r(D)

≤ CB‖g‖Lr(D) for all g ∈ Lp
av(D)

with the constant CB depends on r and Lipschitz regularity of ∂D but independent of g. In
the next proof we apply the estimate for the Bogovskiı̆ opeator,

(5.4)
∥∥∥BD(g)

∥∥∥
L∞(D)

≤ CD‖g‖Lr(D)

with r > n. This estimate easily follows from the Sobolev inequality [6, 4.12] and (5.3).
The constant CD is independent of g.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let θ be a smooth cut-off function in [0,∞) satisfying θ ≡ 1 in
[0, 1/2], θ ≡ 0 in [1,∞) and set θm(x) = θ

(|x|/m)
for x ∈ Rn with m ≥ 1. Observe that the

support of ∇θm is included in an annulus Dm = int B0(m)\B0(m/2) expanding as m goes
to infinity. For v ∈ L∞σ (Rn) we rescale gm = v · ∇θm as fm(x) = gm(mx) for x ∈ D1 and set
u∗m(x) = BD1( fm)(x) for x ∈ D1. Then spt u∗m ⊂ D1 and div u∗m = fm in D1. Applying the
estimate (5.4) in D1 implies the estimate

(5.5) ||u∗m||L∞(D1) ≤ CD1 || fm||Lr(D1)

with r > n and the constant CD1 independent of m. We set

v∗m(x) = mu∗m(x/m) for x ∈ Dm

and observe that spt v∗m ⊂ Dm and div v∗m = gm in Dm. Since || fm||Lr(D1) = m−n/r||gm||Lr(Dm), it
follows form (5.5) that

||v∗m||L∞(Dm) ≤ CD1m|| fm||Lr(D1)

≤ CD1m
1−n/r||gm||Lr(Dm)

≤ CD1 ||∇θ||Lr(D1)||v||L∞(Dm).

We now set ṽm = vθm − v∗m with zero extension of v∗m to R\D̄m (still denoted by v∗m). Then
the desired sequence is obtained by mollifying ṽm, i.e. vm = ṽm ∗ η1/m with the standard
mollifier η1/m. If v ∈ C(Rn), then vm ∈ C(Rn) so vm converges to v locally uniformly in Rn.
If lim|x|→∞ v(x) = 0, v∗m converges to zero uniformly in Rn so the converges is uniform. �

Remark 5.3. We observe that (5.1) and (5.2) are still valid even for higher derivatives for
v ∈ Wk,∞(Rn) ∩ L∞σ (Rn) for k ≥ 1, i.e.

(5.6) ‖vm‖Wk,∞(Rn) ≤ C‖v‖Wk,∞(Rn)
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and

(5.7) ∂l
xvm → ∂l

xv a.e. in Rn

as m→ ∞ for all |l| ≤ k. We recall that BD is a bounded operator from Wk,r
0 (D) to Wk+1,r

0 (D)
for k ≥ 1[21], [24]. For example k = 1, analogously with (5.4) the estimate

||∇BD(g)||L∞(D) ≤ C′D||g||W1,r(D)

holds for g ∈ Lp
av(D) ∩W1,r(D) with the constant C′D depending on r and D. Applying this

estimate for v∗m = mu∗m(x/m) yields that

||∇v∗m||L∞(Dm) ≤ C′D||∇θ||Lr(D1)||∇v||Lr(D1) +C/m||v||L∞(Dm)

with C = C′D1
(||∇2θ||Lr(D1) + ||∇θ||Lr(D1)), so vm satisfies (5.6) and (5.7) with some constant C

independent of m and v.

Here is a rough idea of the proof of Lemma 5.1. In an exterior domain Ω, a solenoidal
vector field can be divided into two vector fields - one is compactly supported in Ω and the
other is supported in Rn away from ∂Ω keeping a divergence-free condition by using a cut-
off technique and the Bogovskiı̆ operator. We shall reduce our problem to the case of Rn

(Proposition 5.2) and a bounded domain. For a bounded domain, we already constructed
the corresponding approximate sequences [1, Lemma 6.3].

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We may assume 0 ∈ Ωc. Let θ be a smooth cut-off function in [0,∞)
satisfying θ ≡ 1 in [0, 1/2], θ ≡ 0 in [1,∞) and set θR(x) = θ

(|x|/R)
for x ∈ Rn with

R > diam Ωc. We divide a support of v ∈ L∞σ (Ω) into two parts, near the boundary and
away by setting as

v1 = vθR − BDR(v · ∇θR),

v2 = v
(
1 − θR

)
+ BDR(v · ∇θR),

where DR = int B0(R)\B0(R/2). By (5.4) we have

‖vi‖L∞(Ω) ≤ C‖v‖L∞(Ω) for i = 1, 2

with the constant C depending on R but independent of v. We construct the desired ap-
proximate sequence combining approximate sequences for v1 and v2.

Since the support of v1 is bounded, it can be regarded as a solenoidal vector field in
ΩR = Ω∩ int B0(R). We apply the approximation Lemma for L∞σ (ΩR) [1, Lemma 6.3] for a
bounded domain, which guarantees the existence of an approximate sequence {v1,m}∞m=1 ⊂
C∞c,σ(ΩR) satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) in ΩR with a constant CΩR independent of m, i.e. v1,m →
v1 a.e. in ΩR, ‖v1,m‖∞ ≤ CΩR‖v1‖∞. We consider zero extensions of {v1,m}∞m=1 to Ω\Ω̄R ( still
denoted by {v1,m}∞m=1) so v1,m is a compactly supported smooth solenoidal vector field in Ω.

We next consider approximation for v2, regarded as a solenoidal vector field in Rn. We
apply Proposition 5.2 which implies that there exists a sequence of functions {v2,m}∞m=1 ⊂
C∞c,σ(Rn) satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) in Rn with a constant CW independent of m, i.e. v2,m →
v2 a.e. in Rn, ‖v2,m‖∞ ≤ CW‖v2‖∞. We restrict a domain of v2,m to Ω. From the proof of
Proposition 5.2 we observe that the support of v2,m is included in Ω since the support of v2

is away from ∂Ω. So v2,m is a compactly supported smooth solenoidal in Ω.
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We now set vm = v1,m + v2,m. Clearly the sequence {vm}∞m=1 ⊂ C∞c,σ(Ω) satisfies (5.1) and
(5.2). If v ∈ C(Ω̄) and v = 0 on ∂Ω, it is easy to observe that the sequences {v1,m}∞m=1 and
{v2,m}∞m=1 converge locally uniformly in Ω̄. Since the convergence of {v2,m}∞m=1 is uniform if
v2(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞, the last assertion follows. �

Remark 5.4. (i) The characterization of C0,σ(Ω) in Lemma 5.1 is proved in [37, Lemma
3.1] ([39, Lemma A.1]) when Ω is a bounded domain or exterior domain with C1,α bound-
ary. The proof depends on the maximum modulus theorem of the stationary Stokes prob-
lem. Our proof is a natural extension of [1, Lemma 6.3] and the proof is direct via the
Bogovskiı̆ operator without appealing the Stokes equations.
(ii) Recently, an approximate sequence for L∞σ is constructed in [40, Lemma 2.6] with non-
decaying smooth solenoidal vector fields in an exterior domain. Although the construction
procedure is similar, we give an approximation with compactly supported functions to
apply a priori estimate (1.6) for Lr-solutions.

5.2. Regularity for Lr-solutions. To apply the estimates (1.6) and (1.7) for Lr-solutions,
we show boundedness of the quantities (1.5) and (1.10) with assuming an extra regu-
larity for initial data which implies that an Lr-solution naturally can be regarded as an
L∞-solution. Although our assumption for initial data can be weakened, the following
statement (Proposition 5.5) is sufficient for our purpose.

Proposition 5.5. Let Ω be an exterior domain with C3 boundary. Let (v, q) be an Lr-
solution with r > n. Assume that v0 ∈ D(Ar), where −Ar is the Stokes operator in Lr

σ(Ω).
Then (v,∇q) ∈ C2,1(Ω̄×(0,T ])×C(Ω̄×(0,T ]) and the quantity (1.5) is bounded inΩ×(0,T ).
If in addition v0 ∈ D(A2), (1.10) is also bounded. In particular, (v, q) is an L∞-solution
and the estimate

(5.8) sup
0≤t≤T0

{∥∥∥N(v, q)
∥∥∥∞(t) + t1/2

∣∣∣∇q
∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t)

}
≤ C||v0||∞

holds for any T0 > 0 with some constant C depending only on T0 and Ω.

In an exterior domain an Lr-solution for (1.1)-(1.4) is provided by v = S (t)v0 and ∇q =
Q[∆v] for v0 ∈ Lr

σ with the Stokes semigroup S (t) which is an analytic semigroup in Lr
σ

[52], [26]. This means that (v, q) is an Lr-solution. The Stokes semigroup is denoted by
S (t) = e−tAr with the Stokes operator −Ar defined by −Arv = P∆v for v ∈ D(Ar), where
D(Ar) = W2,r ∩W1,r

0 ∩ Lr
σ equipped with the norm

||v||D(Ar) = ||v||Lr(Ω) + ||Arv||Lr(Ω).

As proved in [13], [52], [26] (see also [21]), the norm of D(Ar) is equivalent to the norm

||v||W2,r(Ω) =
∑
|l|≤2

||∂l
xv||Lr(Ω),

so spatial (also time) derivatives of v = S (t)v0 can be estimated by the norm || · ||D(Ar) for
initial data v0.
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Proof of Proposition 5.5. The first assertion is rather spacial case of [1, Proposition 5.2].
It is proved for L̃r-solutions (r > n) in a uniformly C3-domain. The proof also works for
Lr-solutions. We here omit the proof.

We shall prove the second assertion by showing a bound

(5.9)
∣∣∣∇q

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ C1(||v0||D(Ar) + ||v0||D(A2))

for t ∈ (0, T ). By the same way as we proved Proposition 2.6, a mean value formula for
∇q and the boundedness of the projection Q in Lr space implies

(5.10)
∣∣∣∇q

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ C2(||∆v||Lr(Ω) + ||∆v||L2(Ω)).

Since the norm ||v||W2,r(Ω) is equivalent to the norm ||v||D(Ar) and Are−tAr v0 = e−tAr Arv0, ap-
plying the estimate ||e−tAr v0||Lr ≤ C3||v0||Lr for t ∈ (0,T ) implies

||v||W2,r(Ω) ≤ C3||v||D(Ar)

≤ C4||v0||D(Ar).(5.11)

The constant C4 depends on r and Ω independent of t. Since v0 ∈ D(A2), combining (5.10)
and (5.11), (5.9) follows. The convergence v(·, t) → v0 ∗-weakly in L∞ as t ↓ 0 easily
follows from the convergence in Lr space. We thus conclude that (v, q) is L∞-solution. By
Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain

sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(v, q)
∥∥∥∞(t) ≤ CT0 ||v0||∞

for any T0 > 0 with CT0 depending on T0 and Ω and∣∣∣∇q
∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t) ≤ CΩ||∇v||∞,∂Ω(t)

for t ∈ (0,T ) with CΩ depending only on Ω. Combining these estimates, the estimate (5.8)
follows. �

5.3. Analyticity of the Stokes semigroup in L∞σ . We observe that a limit of approximate
solutions is also an L∞-solution by (5.1) and (5.8). It is noted that for the limit solution the
weak ∗-convergence to initial data in L∞ can be understood in a weak form by applying
Proposition 4.2 again.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. We first prove the assertion (i). By Lemma 5.1 for v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω) we
are able to choose a compactly supported sequence {v0,m}∞m=1 ⊂ C∞c,σ(Ω) such that

(5.12) ‖v0,m‖L∞(Ω) ≤ CΩ‖v0‖L∞(Ω)

and
v0,m → v0 a.e. in Ω

as m → ∞ with the constant CΩ depending only on Ω. Let (vm, qm) be an Lr-solution
(r > n) with v0,m. Since v0,m ∈ C∞c,σ ⊂ D(Ar) ∩ D(A2), by Proposition 5.5 an (vm, qm) is
L∞-solution and the estimate (5.8) holds. Combining (5.8) for (vm, qm) with (5.12), we get
a uniform bound

sup
0≤t≤T0

{∥∥∥N(vm, qm)
∥∥∥∞(t) + t1/2

∣∣∣∇qm

∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t)
}
≤ C||v0||∞,
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for any T0 > 0 with the constant C depending only on T0 and Ω. We apply Theorem 3.4
and Theorem 3.5 to choose a subsequence still denoted by (vm, qm) which converges to a
limit (v, q) locally uniformly in Ω̄ × (0,T0] together with ∇vm, ∇2vm, ∂tvm, ∇qm. Then the
limit (v,∇q) ∈ C2,1(Ω̄ × (0,T0]) ×C(Ω̄ × (0,T0]) solves (1.1)-(1.3) satisfying

sup
0≤t≤T0

{∥∥∥N(v, q)
∥∥∥∞(t) + t1/2

∣∣∣∇q
∣∣∣∞,dΩ(t)

}
≤ C||v0||∞

which is stronger than (1.6). We now observe that v has initial data v0. Integration by parts
yields that (vm, qm) fulfills∫ T0

0

∫
Ω

{
vm · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇qm · ϕ

}
dxdt = −

∫
Ω

vm(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx

for all ϕ ∈ C∞c
(
Ω× [0,T0)

)
. Since v0,m → v0 a.e. inΩ as m→ ∞, we take a limit to observe

that ∫ T0

0

∫
Ω

{
v · (ϕt + ∆ϕ) − ∇q · ϕ} dxdt = −

∫
Ω

v(x, 0) · ϕ(x, 0)dx.

Applying Proposition 4.2 implies that v(·, t) → v0 ∗-weakly in L∞ as t ↓ 0. We thus
conclude that the limit (v, q) is an L∞-solution with initial data v0 ∈ L∞σ . Since an L∞-
solution is unique by Proposition 4.1, we have the assertion (i).

We now extend the Stokes semigroup S (t) : v0 7→ v(·, t) (t ≥ 0) for v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω). Since
an L∞-solution is unique, S (t)v0 is well-defined for all v0 ∈ L∞σ . It remains to show the
semigroup property for {S (t)}t≥0 in L∞σ (Ω), i.e. S (t + s) = S (t)S (s) for t, s ≥ 0. Since
S (0) = I, we may assume s > 0. Suppose that (v1, q1) is an L∞-solution with v0 ∈ L∞σ (Ω).
We consider an L∞-solution (v2, q2) with initial data v1(·, s) for each s > 0. From the
uniqueness of an L∞-solution, (v1,∇q1) ≡ (v2,∇q2) holds for t > s. In other words,
S (t)v0 = S (t − s)S (s)v0, t > s for each fixed s > 0, so S (τ + s) = S (τ)S (s) = S (s)S (τ) for
τ, s > 0 by taking t = τ + s. We have the assertion (ii) so the proof is now complete. �

6. Continuity at time zero
In this section we prove Theorem 1.7. To show that S (t)v0 → v0 in BUCσ as t ↓ 0 for

v0 ∈ BUCσ(Ω), we start with initial data v0 whose support is away from ∂Ω.

Lemma 6.1. Let Ω be an exterior domain with C3 boundary. Let S (t) be the Stokes semi-
group in L∞σ (Ω). Then S (t)v0 → v0 in BUCσ as t ↓ 0 for all v0 ∈ BUCσ(Ω) satisfying
dist(spt v0, ∂Ω) > 0.

We first prove Lemma 6.1 with assuming an extra regularity for v0.

Proposition 6.2. The assertion of Lemma 6.1 holds for v0 ∈ W2,∞(Ω)∩BUCσ(Ω) satisfying
dist(spt v0, ∂Ω) > 0.

Proof. Let (v, q) be an L∞-solution with initial data v0 satisfying the assumption. We shall
show

(6.1) vt(·, t) = S (t)∆v0 for t ≥ 0.
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The assertion easily follows from (6.1). Since

||v(·, t) − v0||∞ ≤
∫ t

0
||vs||∞(s)ds

≤ Ct||∆v0||∞,
letting t ↓ 0 implies that v(·, t) → v0 uniformly in Ω̄ as t ↓ 0, so S (t)v0 → v0 in BUCσ(Ω)
as t ↓ 0.

We first show (6.1) for compactly supported v0 in Ω. Since ∆v0 is also compactly sup-
ported in Ω and ∆v0 = 0 on ∂Ω, it follows that

−Arv0 = P∆v0

= ∆v0.

For compactly supported v0, S (t) can be regarded as the Stokes semigroup in Lr
σ space.

We thus have
vt(·, t) = −ArS (t)v0

= S (t)(−Arv0)
= S (t)∆v0.

For non-compactly supported v0 in Ω, we approximate v0 by a sequence of compactly
supported functions. By Lemma 5.1 there exists a sequence {v0,m}∞m=1 ⊂ C∞c,σ(Ω) such
that ||v0,m||∞ ≤ C||v0||∞ and v0,m → v0 locally uniformly in Ω̄ as m → ∞. Moreover,
∇2v0,m → ∇2v0 locally uniformly in Ω̄ satisfying

(6.2) ||∇2v0,m||L∞(Ω) ≤ C||v0||W2,∞(Ω)

with the constant C depending only on Ω by Remark 5.3. By dist(spt v0, ∂Ω) > 0 we do
not distinguish the zero extension of v0 to Rn\Ω̄ from v0, respectively for v0,m. Let (um, pm)
be an L∞-solution with initial data ∆v0,m. By (6.2) we have

sup
0≤t≤T0

∥∥∥N(um, pm)
∥∥∥∞(t) ≤ C||v0||W2,∞(Ω)

with some constant C independent of m. Applying Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 im-
plies that (um, pm) subsequently converges to a limit (u, p) locally uniformly in Ω̄ × (0,T ]
together with ∇um,∇2um, ∂tum,∇pm. By Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 (u, p) is a
unique L∞-solution with initial data ∆v0. In particular, u = S (t)∆v0. On the other hand, by
(6.1) for compactly supported v0,m we have

∂tvm(·, t) = S (t)∆v0,m

= um(·, t).
Since um subsequently converges to u locally uniformly in Ω̄ × (0, T ], we thus conclude
that

∂tv(·, t) = lim
m→∞

∂tvm(·, t)
= u(·, t)
= S (t)∆v0.
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The proof is now complete. �

Proof of Lemma 6.1. We apply Proposition 6.2 to a mollified function v0,ε for v0 ( i.e. v0,ε =

v0 ∗ ηε with the standard mollifier ηε.) Since v0 is equal to zero near ∂Ω and uniformly
continuous in Ω̄, v0,ε also equals zero near ∂Ω for sufficiently small ε > 0 and converges
to v0 uniformly in Ω̄, i.e. limε↓0 ||v0,ε − v0||∞ = 0. Applying Proposition 6.2 to v0,ε implies
that

lim
t↓0
||S (t)v0,ε − v0,ε||∞ = 0,

we thus have

lim
t↓0
||S (t)v0 − v0||∞ ≤ lim

t↓0
||S (t)v0,ε − S (t)v0||∞ + ||v0,ε − v0||∞

≤ (C + 1)||v0,ε − v0||∞.
Letting ε ↓ 0 yields that S (t)v0 → v0 in BUCσ as t ↓ 0. The proof is now complete. �

We now prove Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. We may assume 0 ∈ Ωc. Let θ be a smooth cut-off function in
[0,∞) satisfying θ ≡ 1 in [0, 1/2], θ ≡ 0 in [1,∞) and set θR(x) = θ

(|x|/R)
for x ∈ Rn with

R > 2diam Ωc. We divide v0 ∈ BUCσ(Ω) into two terms v1
0 and v2

0 so that v1
0 is compactly

supported in Ω and v2
0 is supported in Rn whose support is away from ∂Ω by setting as

v1
0 = v0θR − BDR(v0 · ∇θR),

v2
0 = v0

(
1 − θR

)
+ BDR(v0 · ∇θR),

with the Bogovskiı̆ operator BDR in DR = int B0(R)\B0(R/2). From the proof of Lemma
5.1 we observe that both v1

0 and v2
0 belong to BUCσ(Ω). We shall prove the uniform

convergence for S (t)v1
0 and S (t)v2

0 as t ↓ 0.
We first show limt↓0 ||S (t)v1

0 − v1
0||∞ = 0. Since v1

0 is compactly supported in Ω and
v1

0 = 0 on ∂Ω, by Lemma 5.1 v1
0 belongs to C0,σ(Ω). By Theorem 1.2 S (t) is a C0-

semigroup in C0,σ(Ω) so S (t)v1
0 → v1

0 in BUCσ(Ω) as t ↓ 0 follows. It remains to show
limt↓0 ||S (t)v2

0 − v2
0||∞ = 0. Since dist(spt v2

0, ∂Ω) > R/2 with R > 2diam Ωc, we apply
Lemma 6.1 which implies that S (t)v2

0 → v2
0 in BUCσ as t ↓ 0. We thus have

lim
t↓0
||S (t)v0 − v0||∞ ≤ lim

t↓0
||S (t)v1

0 − v1
0||∞ + lim

t↓0
||S (t)v2

0 − v2
0||∞

= 0.

The proof is now complete. �
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